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Even though this game is already very cheap, I can only really recomend this game when it's on sale. All the levels are very
short, the difficulty is inconsistent, and the controls are lacking, which can make certain puzzles more frustrating than they
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should have been. it's only a 4/10 at best,. so only grab if the genre appeals to you.. Beat game in under an hour. The gameplay
took a second to figure out the details of the mechanic, 1st two bosses drag out a bit longer than they need to. Last boss was
tougher. Pleasant little indie game.. I beat this game in a little over an hour, so let me tell you what it's about. Take Celeste,
remove some of the polish, and design the levels like you're making an IWBTG fangame (meaning: tedious, repetitive and with
an overabundance of deadly obstacles), and you have this game. Granted, I'm a bit of a sucker for needle games, so long as they
aren't too egregious. Not another Needle Game, Kill the Guy and Kamilia 3 are some of my favorites from the genre. But even
in that regard, this game falls short on the difficulty curve and leans a little too hard on the tedium. It's only $2, and the value
you get is pretty decent, so I do recommend it, but you should know what you're getting into. Basically, if you can't get past the
first world of Solgryn's I Wanna Be the Boshy on "Totally Average" mode, you'll probably want to pass on this.. I beat this game
in a little over an hour, so let me tell you what it's about. Take Celeste, remove some of the polish, and design the levels like
you're making an IWBTG fangame (meaning: tedious, repetitive and with an overabundance of deadly obstacles), and you have
this game. Granted, I'm a bit of a sucker for needle games, so long as they aren't too egregious. Not another Needle Game, Kill
the Guy and Kamilia 3 are some of my favorites from the genre. But even in that regard, this game falls short on the difficulty
curve and leans a little too hard on the tedium. It's only $2, and the value you get is pretty decent, so I do recommend it, but you
should know what you're getting into. Basically, if you can't get past the first world of Solgryn's I Wanna Be the Boshy on
"Totally Average" mode, you'll probably want to pass on this.. Even though this game is already very cheap, I can only really
recomend this game when it's on sale. All the levels are very short, the difficulty is inconsistent, and the controls are lacking,
which can make certain puzzles more frustrating than they should have been. it's only a 4/10 at best,. so only grab if the genre
appeals to you.. Short and Sweet platformer. Played it sparingly in a day and completed it. Overall the only thing I didn't liked
was the fact that there was only one music track for the most part, but even then you don't grow tired of it. If you like
platformers and need to scratch that itch, go for it.. 222 Hearts is really hard, because you have to aim nearly pixel perfect to
avoid crashing into spikes. It got really annoying to replay some levels over 30 times just because of the accuracy. Not
recommended for casual playing, but recommended for speedrunners.
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